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Introduction
Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
• uncover information, understand facts and make inferences
• understand non-factual information, e.g., sentiment
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NLU as (visual) Question Answering
Hermann et al. (2015); Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

In meteorology, precipitation is any
product of the condensation of atmospheric water vapor that falls under
gravity. The main forms of precipitation include [...]

Q:What causes precipitation
to fall?
A: gravity.

Goyal et al. (2017)

Q:Who is wearing glasses?
A:man.
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NLU as Movie QA and Narrative QA
Movie QA from video segments (Tapaswi et al., 2016)
Q:Why does Forest undertake
a 3-year marathon?
A:Because he is
that Jenny left him.

upset

Narrative QA from scripts and summaries (Kociský et al., 2018)
FRANK (to the baby) Hiya, Oscar.
What do you say, slugger?
FRANK (to Dana) That’s a goodlooking kid you got there, Ms. Barrett.

Q: How is Oscar related to
Dana?
A: Her son
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This work: A new perspective!

Tasks that are challenging for / interesting to humans
• mysteries / questions with no (immediately) obvious answers
• non-localized answers
• accumulate relevant information
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• non-localized answers
• accumulate relevant information
Towards Real-world Natural language inference
• situated in time and space
• involves interactions / dialogue
• incremental
• multi-modal
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CSI as a dataset for real-world NLU

Key Features
• 15 seasons / 337 episodes → lots of data
• 40-64 minutes → manageable cast and story complexity
• schematic storyline
• clear and consistent target inference: whodunnit?
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The CSI Data Set

Underlying Data (39 episodes)
1. DVDs

Peter Berglund

→ videos with subtitles

you ’re still going to have to convince a jury
that i killed two strangers for no reason
Grissom does n’t look worried
He takes his gloves off and puts them on the table
Grissom
you ever been to the theater peter
Grissom
there ’s a play called six degrees of separation
Grissom
it ’s about how all the people in the world are
connected to each other by no more than six
people
Grissom
all it takes to connect you to the victims is one
degree
Camera holds on Peter Berglund ’s worried look

00:38:44.934
00:38:48.581
00:38:51.127
00:38:53.174
00:38:55.414
00:38:59.154

00:39:03.674
00:39:07.854
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Task Definition

Whodunnit as a Machine Learning Task
A multi-class classification problem
• classes C = {c1 , ..., cN } : ci participant in the plot
• incrementally infer distribution over classes
p(ci = perpetrator |context)

,
/
/

natural formulation from a human perspective
strongly relies on accurate entity detection / coref resolution
number of entities differs across episodes
→ hard to measure performance
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Whodunnit as a Machine Learning Task
A sequence labeling problem
• sequence s = {s1 , ..., sN } : si sentence in the script
• incrementally predict for each sentence

p(`si = 1|context), if perpetrator is mentioned in s
i
p(`si = 0|context), otherwise

/
,
,

less natural setup from a human perspective
incremental sequence prediction → natural ML problem
independent of number of participants in the episode
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Annotation

Annotation Interface

Screenplay

Perpetrator
mentioned?

Relates
to
case
1/2/none?

(Nick cuts the canopy around
MONICA NEWMAN.)
Nick okay, Warrick, hit it
(WARRICK starts the crane support under the awning to remove
the body and the canopy area
that NICK cut.)
Nick white female, multiple
bruising . . . bullet hole to the
temple doesn’t help
Nick .380 auto on the side
Warrick yeah, somebody manhandled her pretty good before
they killed her
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bruising . . . bullet hole to the
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1) Human guessing (IAA κ = 0.74)
2) Gold standard (IAA κ = 0.90)
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An LSTM Detective

Model: Overview
Input
Output

Sequence of (multi-modal) sentence representations
Sequence of binary labels:
perpetrator mentioned (1) / not mentioned (0)
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Input Modalities
sentence s : {w1 , ...w|s| }
word embeddings, convolution and max-pooling

sound waves of video snippet of s
MFCCs for every 5ms
(background sound, music, no speech)

frame sequence of video snippet of s
sample one frame; embed through pre-trained image
classifier (Szegedy et al. (2016))
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Input Modalities
sentence s : {w1 , ...w|s| }
word embeddings, convolution and max-pooling

sound waves of video snippet of s
MFCCs for every 5ms
(background sound, music, no speech)

frame sequence of video snippet of s
sample one frame; embed through pre-trained image
classifier (Szegedy et al. (2016))
Concatenate embedded modalities and pass through ReLu
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Experiments

Model Comparison
Pronoun Baseline (PRO)
• Simplest possible baseline
• predict ` = 1 for any sentence containing a pronoun
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• predict ` = 1 for any sentence containing a pronoun
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• Importance of sophisticated memory / nonlinear mappings
• graphical sequence labelling model
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
• Importance of sequential information
• Two hidden layers and softmax output, rest like in LSTM
Upper Bound (Humans)
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Evaluation Metric
speaker
utterance
brass
mr heitz you ’re mr newman ’s realtor
augieheitz
what you kidding
augieheitz
my clients never have to see me
brass
you always give out the combination to your lockboxes
brass
it ’s illegal
augieheitz
um you know i had a fish on the line
augieheitz
look
augieheitz
i only give out the combination to people that i really trust
brass nods his head as this makes perfect sense to him
he looks over at grissom who does n’t say anything
catherine is interviewing peterberglund and the woman from the teaser
she ’s holding a bagged laptop in her arms
catherine
all right look i read rooms for a living
catherine
that closet was tossed
catherine
the carpet lit up
catherine
so i ’m going to ask you again what were you doing in there
peterberglund
it was my idea
catherine
right
catherine
you did n’t play with it too did you
nick is already at the edge of the pool
he ’s kneeling in front of something on the ground
it looks like something reddish mixed with something else
nick
hey warrick
warrick walks over to where nick is
he also crouches down to look at what has nick ’s attention
warrick
yeah
nick
check this out
···

perpetrator?
gold
model
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
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• minority class: perpetrator is mentioned (` = 1)
• precision / recall /f1
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Which Model is the Best Detective?
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Conclusions

The end of police work as we know it?
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Not quite...
A general framework for incremental complex NLU
• extensible e.g., with task-specific modules (entity disambiguation ...)
• generalizable across questions (‘where?’, ‘how?’, ...) and series

(More) Faithful to human QA (in the wild)
incrementally search ‘docquestion →
→
uments’ for the answer

stop once the answer is found
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Not quite...
A new Task and Dataset

Peter Berglund:

Grissom doesn't look
You're still going to have to worried.
convince a jury that I killed He takes his gloves oﬀ and
two strangers for no reason. puts them on the table.

Grissom:
You ever been to the
theater Peter?
There 's a play called six
degrees of separation.

It 's about how all the
Camera holds on Peter
people in the world are
Berglund's worried look.
connected to each other by
no more than six people.
All it takes to connect you to
the victims is one degree.

human
predictions

0

0

0

0

1

gold
standard

1

0

1

1

1

https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/csi-corpus
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Thank you!
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